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ABSTRACT 
Let G be a group of order u, and f(r) be a nonzero integral polynomial. A 
(u, k, f( r))-polynomial addition set in G is a subset D of G with k distinct elements 
such that f(Z,,,&)=XE,,.g for some integer X. We discuss some general 
properties of polynomial addition sets. The relation between polynomial addition sets 
and polynomial Cayley digraphs is studied and, in particular, some new results on 
Cayley r”digraphs and strongly regular Cayley graphs are obtained. Finally, a 
complete list of polynomial addition sets with certain restrictions on parameters is 
given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a group of order v. The group ring Z[G] is the ring consisting 
of all elements of the form Cpeca,g with a,EZ for all gEG under the 
operations defined by 
C a,g + c bgg = c (ag+bg)g 
gsc gee gE:G 
and 
For any subset D of G, let us denote D = Cd E ,d E Z[G]. 
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Given a nonzero integral polynomial f(x) = aax” + a,~“-’ + . . . + a,,, a 
subset D of G is called a (u, k, f(x))-polynmnial addition set in G if 
(I) IDI_= k and 
(II) f(D) = aODn + alnSnP1 + . . * + a,e = Xc for some integer X, 
where e istheidentityinG and D=CdEDd, G=C,,CgEH[G]. 
This newly defined addition set is different from those studied in [ll], [12], 
and [13]. In particular, if f(x)= x2 - d, then D is also a (0, k, A, Itgroup 
addition set (according to the definition given in [13]). 
In the next section, a corresponding matrix formulation will be given. 
Some simple properties of polynomial addition sets will be deduced by using 
classical matrix theoretic results. In Section 3, we shall devote ourselves to an 
important theorem on abelian polynomial addition sets. In Section 4, we shall 
discuss the relation between polynomial addition sets and polynomial Cayley 
digraphs. In particular, 
graphs will be obtained. 
given in the appendix. 
some results on r”-digraphs and strongly regular 
Finally, a table of polynomial addition sets will be 
2. MATRIX FORMULATION AND MINIMAL POLYNOMIAL 
Let G be a group of order v and D c G. A v X v matrix M = (aij) is said 
to be an associative matrix of D if there is a bijection v : { 1,. . . , o } + G such 
that 
aij = 
i 
1 if rr(i)-‘n(j)E D, 
0 if r(i)-‘n(j)@D. 
With this matrix expression, the property (II) of a polynomial addition set can 
be written as 
f(M)=a,M”+a,M”-‘+ ... +a,Z=XJ, 
where Z is the identity matrix of order v and J is the 0 x 2, matrix with all 
entries equal to 1. 
In the following, we call D as a polynomial addition set of degree n if n 
is the least positive integer such that D is a (0, k, f(r)>polynomial addition 
set for some polynomial f(x) of degree n. Sometimes, we may simply call D 
a degree n subset of G. With this terminology, we have some simple 
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observations: 
(1) Any subset of G must be a polynomial addition set of degree not 
exceeding u - 1 where 2, = ]G]. 
(2) If D is a subset of G, then Du{e}, D\{e}, (G\D)U{e}, and 
(G \ D)\ { e} are of the same degree. 
Moreover, if D is a (u, k, f(x))-polynomial addition set, then for any 
automorphism or antiautomorphism p of G, DP = {p(d) : d E D} is also a 
(0, k, f(x))-polynomial addition set. Thus, we shall call two subsets D,, D, of 
G equivalent if there is an automorphism or antiautomorphism p of G such 
that D, = D,P. 
Suppose f(n) = Xc and g(D) = &?, where D is a subset of a group G. 
Let h(x) be the greatest common divisor of f(x) and g(x) in Z[ x]. Then 
there are s(x), t(x) in B[x] such that 
for some integer a. Hence, for k = IDI, 
ah(D)= [s(k)h + t(k)p]G, 
and by checking coefficients, we find that a I s(k)A + t(k)p. Thus, for 
u = JG], D is a (v, k, h(x))-polynomial addition set in G. 
Given this fact, for a given subset D of G, we may find p(x) E z[r] such 
that 
(1) D is a (0, k, p(x)>polynomial addition set, and 
(2) if D is a (u, k, f(x)>polynomial addition set, then p(x) I f(x). 
It is obvious that degree of p(x) is also the degree of D. Also, for an 
associative matrix M of D, by the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, we learn that D 
is a (0, k, det( M - XI ))-polynomial addition set and hence p(x) I det( M - XZ ). 
Since det( M - xl) is manic, p(x) must be manic, and we will call this p(r) 
the minimal polynomial. 
For example, let D = {d } be a singleton subset of G. Then 
‘(‘I = ;;d;;‘. . . + Xo(d)-l 
if (d)#G, 
if (d)=G, 
where o(d) denotes the order of d and (d) is the cyclic group generated by 
d. In the appendix, we shall give a complete list of minimal polynomials of 
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nonequivalent polynomial addition sets with certain restrictions on parame- 
ters. 
If we regard an associative matrix of D as the adjacency matrix of a 
digraph (see also Section 4) then the following are simple consequence of 
results in [lo]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let m(x) be the minimal polynomial of an associative 
matrix of a subset D of G. Zf p(x) is the minimal polynomial of D, then 
(i) if p(k)= 0, then m(x)= p(x); and 
(ii) if p(k)# 0, then m(x)= p(x)(x - k). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let D be a subset of G. Then D is contained in a proper 
subgroup of G if and only if p( k) = 0, w erek=]D]andp(x)istheminimal h 
polynomial of D. In this case, for deg p = n, (D U {e})“-’ is the smallest 
subgroup containing D. 
Proof. If D is contained in a proper subgroup H of G, then p(D) E Z[ H] 
while G4 Z[ H]. Thus we have p(D) = 0 and p(k) = 0. 
Now,if p(k)=O,thenp(D)=Oandhence Dnc{e}UDU ... UD”-’ 
= (D U { e})“-‘. Put H = (D U { e})“-‘. Inductively, we have Hz c H, and 
hence H is a subgroup of G containing D. It suffices to show that H f G. 
However, this follows directly from Proposition 2.1 and [lo, Theorem 11. n 
From Proposition 2.1, we have an interesting theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let f(x)= x” + a,x”-‘+ . .. + a, be an irreducible 
polynomial where n > 2. Zf there exists a (v, k, f(x)>polynomial addition set 
D in a group G of order v > 1, then v = 1 mod n and 
(i) if e E 0, then 
al and -n+l<a,< -1; 
(ii) if e E D, then 
a1 and l<a,<n-1. 
Proof. Let M be an associative matrix of D. It is well known that the 
eigenvahres of f(M) are f(c) as c runs over the spectrum of M. Since f(x) is 
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irreducible, we have 
det(M-xZ)=(x-k)f(x)” 
for some positive integer m. By counting the degree of both side, we have 
u=nm+l.Also,wehave 
if eED, 
if e@D. 
If eED, then -(u-l)a,=n(v-k), which gives k=u+[(u-l)/n]a, 
and -n+l<a,< -1, since l<kgu-1. Note that if k=l or u with 
e E D, then f(x) cannot be an irreducible polynomial of degree greater than 
one. Similarly, if e @ D, then (u - l)a, = nk, which gives k = [(u - l)/n]a, 
andl<u,<n--l,sincel<k<u-1. 
3. ON ABELIAN GROUPS 
Given an abelian group G of exponent 
of unity. For z =CgEGugg E C[G] and h 
+ C on G by 
m, let 5;, be a primitive mth root 
E G, define a character xh:C[G] 
where A : G X G + Z, is a function satisfying (1) A(g, h) = A(h, g), (2) 
A(g, h,)+ A(g, h,) = A(g, h,h,), and (3) A(g, h) = 0 for all h if and only if 
g = e. 
If G is the direct product of its subgroups H, and H,, then for 
Z=X h E H,Y,,h E Q=[Gl, where yh E C[ H,], the Fourier trunsfm of z re- 
stricted to H, is the mapping from z to 
ZH,= c ( c X,(yh)+ 
hEHz geH1 
If H, = G and H, = {e}, then we come back to the usual definition of the 
Fourier transform (see [B]). 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G be an abelian group. 
(i) Let H be any subgroup of G. Zf z E C[G] has nonnegative coeffi- 
cients, then (l/ 1 H ])C h E “X h( 2) is a nonnegative integer. 
Furthermore, let G be direct product of its subgroups H,, H, and let z = 
c h E “,yhh E C[Gl, where Yh E Q=[ff,l. 
(ii) Zf (H,] and (H,] are relatively prime, then for any g = g,g2 E G with 
glEHl andgzEH2, wehave 
x,(4 = I x_ X,,(YhNi?h’g2’~ 
1 2 
(iii) Let inv:C[G] + C[G] be the automorphism which maps g to g-’ 
for all g in G. Then 
yj+i$,,= c inV(Yh)h. 
1 h E Hz 
Proof. Given any g E G, we have C, E JL(g, h, = 0 or I H 1, depending on 
whether R(g, h) # 0 for some h E H or not. Thus (i) follows directly. 
To show (ii), it suffices to show that A(g, h) = 0 if the order of g is 
relatively prime to the order of h. However, this is only a simple consequence 
of the fact that R(g, h’)= Z[A(g, h)] and A(g, e)= 0 for all g, h in G. 
Finally, (in) can be checked by direct calculation. n 
Now, let us prove the following theorem, which has some important 
applications to x”digraphs and strongly regular graphs. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be an abelian group of order v. Suppose G contains 
a cyclic subgroup of order p’ where p is a prime and r > 0. Zf there is a subset 
D of G with 
x,(D) E b mod ptp’+’ 
for all g in G\{e}, where n=C d E ,d, b is an integer, and pt strictly 
divides v, then there exists an integer y satisfying 
and(i) c - p’-‘< y < ptp’ - (1 - c), where c = 1 if e E D and 0 otherwise; 
(ii) if g E G such that p’ divides the order of g, then 
x,03 = Y. 
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To prove this theorem, we need two lemmas. 
{ca : a E A}, A-B= {a-b:a~A and 
{C ,Gca,g: ag E A). 
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Now, let us denote CA = 
bE B}, and A[G]= 
LEMMA 3.3. Let P be a subgroup of G, R be a ring of algebraic integers, 
and S be a subset of R. Suppose there is z E S [ G] satisfying 
z=ae+/3yl+y2P, 
where F = &, E ph, ~1, ~2 E R[G], and (Y, ,B E R. Put 
i 
101 if /3=0, 
T= $(S-S)flR if /3#0, 
V=S-PT, 
if a=O, 
{ coefficient of e in z } - PT - U if (Y # 0. 
Then thereure YEV, x,ET[G], undx2~V{G} suchthat 
Proof. Put y1= c sEGugg, ~2 = Cg&gg E NGI. Then 
z=ae+/3 C u,g+ C 
gEG 
Hence fiug+ChEgPbhES for all gEG\{e}, and a+&,+&,,pbhES. 
Given any g, h contained in the same coset of P, if a = 0 or both g, h + e, 
then pa,-@hES-s and so Ug - uh E T. Thus there are x1 E T[G] and 
y3 E R[G] such that 
y, = Se + x1 + y3P 
for some 6 E R where 6 = 0 if CI = 0, that is, 
- 
z = ye +/3x1 + y,P 
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for y = a + PS and y4 = j3y3 + y2. With y4 = C,, ,+,g, put x2 = 
Ei=r(C,,,pch)gi, where grP,...> g,P are all distinct cosets of P. It is 
obvious that y4 P = x2 P and we have 
2 = ye + pxl + x,P. 
Finally, y E V and x2 E U[G] can be verified by checking coefficients. H 
For g E G, let (g ) denote the subgroup of G generated by g, and o( g ) be 
the order of g. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let p be a prime, and G be an abelian group with a cyclic 
SyZowp-subgroup. zfz~E[G] satisfiesx,(z)=Omod p’foraZZg~G\{e}, 
then there are x1, x2 E Z[G] such that 
_ 
z = p’x, + x,P, 
where P is a subgroup of G of order p. 
Proof Let G be of exponent m and of order p’w, where p + w. Also let 
G be the direct sum of two subgroups H and (g,), where 1 HI = w and 
o(g,) = pt. Let z = I&l yigh, where yi E Z[H]. For g = hg, E G with 
h E H, by Proposition 3.l(ii), we have 
X&z)= C Xh(yi)S$ E 0 mod p’, 
i=O 
where {,, = {~(ao~g~) is a primitive p’th root of unity. Note that Xg and xh 
are characters on G. With I? = Z[l,] f or 
p), we know that R[X]/(C~:~X’P’-‘) 
n = m/pf (n is relatively prime to 
h E H, 
is isomorphic to R[lpt’,,l. Thus, for all 
Applying the Fourier transform restricted to H, we get 
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and hence, in R, 
Our Lemma follows from Lemma 3.3 with S = Z, cx = 0, j3 = p’, and P = 
(gg”). n 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Suppose v = p’w where p i w. Let g be any 
element in G such that p” strictly divides o(g) with s 2 r. Let N be a 
subgroup of G of order w and H = { hg i : i E Z and h E N }. Certainly, 
g E H, ]H] = p’w, and H is the direct sum of iV and (go), where g, = gO(g)/p”. 
Now, define p:C[G] + C[H] by 
P(Y)= j&J ,;,,xh,( c Xh,(Y)h,)hl 
I he” 
for y EC[G]. Note that xh, and xh, are characters on G. By Proposition 
3.1(i) and (iii), it is easy to observe that 
(a) p(G) = pfPSH, and the coefficients of p(s) and p(G-- 0) are non- 
negative integers, which implies that the coefficients of p(D) must lie 
between 0 and ptPS (and obviously they lie between 0 and p’-‘); and 
(b) for alI h E H, xh(p(I)))= xh-l(D). (Since C[H] c C[G], we may 
regard xh as a character on H.) 
With (b) and the given hypothesis, we have 
xh( p( D) - be) = xh( p( D)) - b = 0 mod pt-‘+l 
for all h E H \ { e }. By Lemma 3.4, we have 
p(D) = be + ptP’+‘yl + yzp 
for some y,, ys E Z[H], where P = (g,P’-‘). NOW, put z =P(B), R = & 
S= {Z:o<Z,(p’-‘}, a=b,and/?=p’-‘+‘. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that 
there is an integer y satisfying condition (i) such that 
p(D) = ye + xF 
for some x E E[H]. Since g E H and p” I o(g), with Proposition 3.1@), we 
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have x,-l(P) = 0 and hence by (b), 
x,(D) = x,-‘Mm) = Y. 
If g ’ is another element in G such that p’ I o( g ‘) and we let x p,( 0) = y ‘, 
then y’= b = y mod pi-‘+’ by the given hypothesis, and ]y’- yI < 2pt-’ - 1 
by (i). The only possible solution is y ’ = y. W 
4. POLYNOMIAL CAYLEY DIGRAPH 
Let G be a group and D be a subset of G. A Cayley digraph QG, E) 
generated by D is a digraph (loops allowed) whose vertex set and edge set are 
G and E= {(g,h):g-‘hED) 
respectively. If in addition, we have { d- ’ : d E D } = D, then we may regard 
I as undirected; hence we call it a Cayley graph generated by D. Obviously, 
a Cayley digraph must be regular in both outdegree and indegree. Further- 
more, if H is the smallest subgroup of G containing D and we let 1°( H, E “) 
be the Cayley digraph generated by D, considering D as subset of H, then 
I0 is a strongly connected subgraph of l? and each connected component of 
I is isomorphic to I”. 
Now, with a given regular digraph I, an integral polynomial f(x) is said 
to be a polynomial of r if the (0,l) adjacency matrix M of I satisfies 
f(M) = Al 
where A is an integer and J is the matrix with all entries equal to 1. This 
definition was first introduced in [9] and [lo] for graphs and digraphs with 
A f 0. There is also an extension of this concept to the nonregular case given 
in [2], [3], and [5]. However, we are not going to deal with this generalization. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G be a group of order v, and D be a subset of G 
with jD( = k. Then D is a (v, k, f(x))-polynomial addition set if and only if 
f(x) is a polynomial of the Cayley digraph generated by D. 
Making use of Proposition 4.1, we can translate results between poly- 
nomial addition sets and polynomial Cayley digraphs. In particular, let us look 
at examples of x”-digraphs and strongly regular graphs. 
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A. x n -digraph 
An r”digraph is a directed graph (loops allowed) whose (0,l) adjacency 
matrix M satisfies 
M”=B+XJ 
where B is diagonal and X # 0. It has been proved in [3] and [5] that most of 
x”digraphs are regular, that is, with B = bZ for some integer b. 
Now, let JG] = v and ID] = k. Then D is a (v, k, x” - b)-polynomial 
addition set for some integer b # k” if and only if D generates a Cayley 
x”digraph. In this subsection, we shall study (v, k, x” - b>polynomial ad- 
dition sets. However, all the following results can be easily translated into 
x “digraphs. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a group of order v, and C be its center. Suppose 
a (v, k, f(x))-polynomial addition set D exists in G with f(x) = X” mod p, 
where p is a prime such that p + v. Then we have either 
(i) k=OmodpandCnD=la,or 
(ii) k = v mod p and C c D. 
Proof. Let F, denote the finite field of order p, and let M be an 
associative matrix of D. Then in the field F,, we have 
M”=AJ 
for some X in F,. Let g E G, and P be the permutation matrix corresponding 
to the mapping x -+ g-lx. It is obvious that PM = MP and hence 
(PM)“=XJ 
in F,,.Put S={hEG:h-‘ghED}.Then,wehave 
IS] = Tr PM = sum of eigenvalues of PM 
E k mod p. 
Hence for g E C, 
Omodp if g4D, 
v mod p if gED. 
Our theorem follows, since v S 0 mod p. n 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let G be abelian of order v. Zf there is a (v, k, x” - b> 
polynomial addition set other than G and 0, then each prime divisor of b 
must divide v. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let p be a prime. Suppose G is an abelian group which 
contains a cyclic subgroup of order p’, and v = ICI is strictly divided by p’. Zf 
there is a (v, k,x”- b)-poZynomial addition set in G with b # 0, then 
pn(t-r+ 1) 4 b. 
Proof. Suppose P”(~+~+‘)I b. Th en by Theorem 3.2, there is a g E G \ 
{e} such that x.&D) is an integer lying between - p’-’ and p’-’ if there is 
a (v, k, x” - b)-polynomial addition set D. With x,(D)” = b, we have 
-P “(l-“)< b < p n(t-r). In order to have pn(t-rtl)~ b, b must be zero. n 
By using Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, we have the following conse- 
quence. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let G be an abelian group of order v. Zf there is a 
(v, k, x” - b)-polynomial addition set in G with b # 0, then (b( = (k, v)~, 
where (k, v) denotes the greatest common divisor of k and v. 
Proof. By [S, Corollary 4.21, if D is a (v, k, X” - b)-polynomial addition 
set, then D is also a (v, k, k - (b(2/“)-group difference set (see [7]). So we 
have 
k( v - k) = (v - l)]b12’“. (4.1) 
Let p be a prime divisor of v. Suppose pf and p’ strictly divide v and k 
respectively. Then by (4.1) we learn that 
(i) if r < t then p2’ strictly divides (b12’“; and 
(ii) if r > t then p”’ I b, which is impossible by Theorem 4.3. 
Since each prime divisor of b will divide v, our theorem follows directly. n 
B. Strongly Regular Graph 
A graph is said to be strongly regular if (1) it is regular; and (2) any two 
joined vertices are both joined to exactly pi, other vertices, and any two 
unjoined vertices are both joined to exactly p:, other vertices. (See [l].) 
Let G be a group of order v. Suppose we have a (v, k, x 2 + bx + c> 
polynomial addition set D in G with e 4 D and { d- ’ : d E D } = D. Then 
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the Cayley graph generated by D must be strongly regular. When G is 
abelian, we have some interesting results on this kind of graphs given by [4] 
and [6]. In the following, we shall study the corresponding abelian polynomial 
addition sets without restrictions on e 4 D and { d- ’ : d E 0 } = D. 
Given a (0, k, x2 + bx + c>polynomial addition set D in an abelian group 
G, let us denote 
gEG\{e}:X,(D)= 
-b+fi 
2 , 
where A = b2 - 4c. We refer to D+ as the dual of D, as in [6] and [8]. 
LEMMA 4.5. lf D is a (v, k, x2 + bx + c)-polymnnial addition set in an 
abelian group G, then D+ is a (v, k+, x2 + b+x + c+ )-polynomial addition 
set with 
if eED, 
if eeD, 
and 
c+=&-k)(v+y--k), 
wherey=(-b-fi)/2. Furthermore,ifA+=(b+)2-4ci,thenAAt=v2. 
LEMMA 4.6. If D is a (v, k, x2 + bx + c)-polyrwmial addition set in an 
abelian group G, then 
(i) (G\D)+=(G\D+)\{e}, and 
(ii) DU{e} is a subgroup of G if and only if D+u{e} is a subgroup 
ofG. 
By using Theorem 3.2, we can prove an important theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.7. Let G be an abelian group of order v which contains a 
cyclic subgroup of order p’, where p is a prime. Suppose there is a (v, k, x 2 + 
bx + c)-polynomial addition set in G such that A = b2 - 4c is a square. If 
neither DU{e} nor (D\G)U{e} is a subgroup of G, then we have 
p2(t-r+l)+ A and p2’ I A, where pf strictly divides v. 
Proof. Suppose pz(t-T+l)~A. We find that X,(D)=(-b--&)/2 mod 
P I-‘+ ’ for all g in G \ { e }. Hence by Theorem 3.2, we learn that there is a y 
such that x,(D) = y for all g with p’ I o(g). Without loss of generality, we 
may assume y = ( - b - a)/2 (otherwise, consider G \ D instead of 0). 
Then D+ must be contained in a proper subgroup H of G, where 
H= {gEG:p’+o(g)}, 
and by Theorem 2.2, D+ U {e} itself must be a subgroup of G. It follows that 
D u { e } is a subgroup of G. 
If p2’ t A, then p2’-l t A, since A is a square. By AA+ = v2, we have 
p2ctp’+ ‘) I A+ and the same conclusion can be reached. n 
Now, two main theorems in [6] become simple corollaries of Theorem 4.7. 
Let p be a prime and G be an abelian group of order o which contains a 
nontrivial Sylow p-subgroup P. Suppose D is a (v, k, x 2 + bx + c)-polynomial 
addition set in G such that A = b2 - 4c is a square. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Zf P is cyclic, then either D U { e } or (G \ D)U { e } is 
a subgroup of G. 
COROLLARY 4.9. lf P is isomorphic to iz pm’ x Z ,,,, where m, n > 1 and 
neitherDu{e} nur(G\D)U{e} is a subgroup of G, then m = n and p2” 
strictly divides A. 
APPENDIX. A TABLE OF POLYNOMIAL ADDITION SETS 
By means of a computer, minimal polynomials for subsets of groups of 
order not greater than 10 have been calculated. In Table 1, we list all 
nonequivalent (v, k, p(x))-polynomial addition sets D of degree n with 
e g D, 5 < v < 10, 1~ k < I( v - 1)/2] and 2 < n < 4. Note that, for the case 
e E D or k > 1 (v - 1)/2], the polynomial addition sets of degree not exceed- 
ing 4 can be easily found by using Table 1 and the fact that if D is a 
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TABLE 1 
POLYNOMIALADD~TIONSETSNOT~~NTAINING e 
WmHPARAhm ~~~s5~u~10,1~k~[(u-l)/2] 
ANDOFDEGREE2<t%<4 
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k n P(X)” D” 
1 4 
2 2 
4 
1 2 
3 
2 2 
3 
4 
1 2 
3 
2 2 
3 
2 3 
3 2 
1 2 
4 
2 3 
4 
3 2 
3 
4 
(i) C,=(aIa5=e), u=5 
x4 + x3 + x2 + x + 1 {a} 
x2+x-l {a,a4> 
r4+2x3+4x2+3~+1 {a,a2} 
(ii) G=(aIa’=e), 0=6 
x2 - 1 
:P 
-1 $‘, 
-x-2 {a2,a4} 
x3 +2x2 +4x {a,a”> 
x3+2x2--r-2 {a,a”} 
x4+x3+3x2+3x {a,a’} 
(iii) D,=(a,bja2=b3=abab=e), o=6 
x2-l {aI 
x3 - 1 {b) 
x2 + x (a,b) 
x2 - x-2 {b, b2} 
x3+2x2-x-2 {a,ab} 
(iv) C,=(a(a7=e), u=7 
x3 + x2 -2x-l {a,a”> 
x2+x+2 {a, a2, a4} 
(v) C,=(ala’=e), u=8 
x2- 1 
x4 - 1 $; 
x3-4x {a”,a”} 
x4 +2x3 +-2x2+4x {a.a”> 
x4 +2x3 +4x2 -!-8x {a,a5} 
x4+2x3-2x2-4x {a,a7} 
x4-2x2-4x {a2,a4} 
x2-2x-3 { a2, a4, a”} 
x3- x2+3x+5 {a,a4,a5} 
x4 +2x3 -+2X2 - 2x - 3 {a, a3, a4} 
x4+2x3-22r2-2x+l {a,a’,a’} 
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TABLE 1 (Continued) 
k n P(X)” D” 
(vi) C2xC4=(a,b~a2=b4=e,ab=bu),o=8 
1 2 x2 - 1 4 x4 -  Isis’““’ 
2 3 x3-44x (a,ub2},{a,b2},{b,b”} 
4 x4 - 2x2 - 4x {b,b’} 
x4 +2x3 +4x2 +8x {ab,b} 
3 2 x2 - 2x - 3 {u,ub2,b2},{b,b2,b”} 
3 x3+3x2-x--_ {u,b,b”) 
x3-x2+3x+5 {u,ub,b} 
4 x4 +2x” +4x2 - 2x - 5 {u,ub3,b},{ub,b,b2) 
(vii) C,~c,~C,=(u,b,cIu~=b~=c~=e, ub=bu, UC=CU, bc=cb), 0=8 
1 
2 
3 
2 -1 {aI 
3 ;: -4x {u,b) 
2 x2 - 2x - 3 {u,b,ub} 
3 x3+3x2-x-3 {u,b,c} 
(viii) D4=(u,b~u2=b4=ubub=e), u=8 
2 x2 - 1 4 4 -  K”” 
3 x3 +2x2 {a,bI 
x3-4x {u,ab2),{u,b2),{b,b3) 
4 x4 +2x3 -2x2-4x 
x4 - 2x2 - 4x ii> ;:; 
2 x2-l {a,ab,b) 
x2-2x-3 (u,ub2, b2},{b, b2, b3) 
3 x3+3x2-x-3 {u,ub,ab2),{u,b,b3) 
x3+x2-x-1 {a,b,b2) 
4 x4 + 2x3 -2x2-2x+1 {u,ub,b”) 
(ix) Q=(u,blu2=b2, b4=ubab3=e), u=8 
1 2 x2 - 1 {b2) 
4 -1 {ah{bJ 
2 3 :: -4x {u,ub2),{b,b’3) 
4 x4 +2x3 +2x2 +4x {u,ub),{u,b) 
x4 - 2x2 -4x {u,b2)>{b,b2) 
3 2 x2-2x-3 {u,ub2,b2),(b,b2,b3} 
3 x3-t x2+31.+3 {u,ub,b) 
4 x4+2x3+2x2-2x-3 {u,ab,b2),{u,b,b2) 
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TABLE 1 (Continued) 
k n p(r)” D” 
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1 3 
2 2 
4 
3 3 
4 4 
1 3 
2 2 
3 3 
4 2 
4 
1 2 
2 3 
4 2 
3 
4 
1 2 
2 3 
3 3 
4 2 
3 
4 
(x) C9=(ajaR=e), u=S 
-1 ia”1 
-x-2 (U3,U”} 
X4 + X3 - 3x2 - 2x + 1 {a,u”} 
x3 +3x2 +9x {a,u4,a7} 
x4+2x3-3x2-7x-2 {a, a2, a’, a8 ) 
x4+2x3+9x2+8x+7 {a,a3,a4,a7},{a,a4,a6,a7} 
x4+2x3-3x2-x+1 (a, a3, a6, a”} 
(xi) C3XC3=(a,bIu3=b3=e, ab=ba), u=Q 
x3 - 1 {a} 
x2-x-2 (a,a2) 
x3 +3x2 +9x {a, b, a2b2) 
x2+x-2 
x4 +2x3 +9x” +8x +7 
{a,u2,b,b2} 
{a, b, ab, a’b} 
(xii) C,o=(u)alo=e), u=lO 
x2-1 
x3 - x2 -3x+2 i 2 ax1 
x2-3x-4 
x3+4x2-x-4 
{u2,a4,a6,u8} 
(a, a3, a’, u9 } 
x3+2x2-4x {a, a4, a”, a”} 
x4 t x3 - 5x2 - 5x {a, u2, a#, a”) 
(xiii) D,? = (a, b 1 a2 = b5 = ubub = e), o = 10 
x2-l 
x3 + x2 - x ;n”lo, 
:: 
- x2 -3x+2 (b,b4} 
-2x-l 
x2 + x 
{a,ub,b} 
x2 - 3x - 4 
{u,ub,b,b2} 
x3+4x2-x--_ 
{b, b2, b3, b4} 
x3 +2x2 - 4x 
{a, ab, ab2, ab3) 
x4+2x3-2x2-5x-2 
{ a, ab, b2, b3 } 
x4 + x3 - 5x2 - 5x 
{a, ub, ab”, b} 
x4-4x2-xi-2 
{u,ab,b,b’} 
{a,b,b2,b3} 
“p(x) is the minimal polynomial for the set D. 
“Also include all equivalent sets of D. 
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